New Books for March 2024
Fiction

Banks, Russell — American Spirits
Black, Cara — Murder at La Villette
Bohjalian, Chris — Princess of Las Vegas
Bowen, Rhya — In Sunshine or in Shadow
Carr, Flora — Tower
Cavanagh, Steve — Kill For Me, Kill For You
Childs, Laura — Murder in the Tea Leaves
Church, Meagan — Girls We Sent Away
Coelho, Paulo — Maktab
Colgan, Jenny — Studies at the School by the Sea
Cosimano, Elle — Finlay Donovan Rolls the Dice
Dodd, Christina — Every Single Secret
Dray, Stephanie — Becoming Madam Secretary
Everett, Percival — James
Fisher, Tarryn — Good Half Gone
Flaherty, Brendan — Dredge
Flower, Amanda — To Slip the Bonds of Earth
French, Nicci — Has Anyone See Charlotte Salter?
French, Tana — Hunter
Garcia Marquez, Gabriel — Until August
Gardner, Lisa — Still See You Everywhere
Gomez-Jurado, Juan — Black Wolf
Graves, Tracey — Trail of Lost Hearts
Gudenkauf, Heather — Everyone is Watching
Henriquez, Cristina — Great Divide
Johnstone, William — Kill Me Tomorrow
Mahmood, Imran — Finding Sophie
Malye, Julia — Pelican Girls
McTiernan, Dervia — What Happened to Nina?
Michaels, Fern — Wild Side
Monroe, Mary — Double Lives
Morris, Joel — All Our Yesterdays
Obreht, Tea — Morningside
Pataki, Allison — Finding Margaret Fuller
Patterson, James — #1 Lawyer
Perrin, Kristen — How to Solve Your Own Murder
Peterson, Tracie — Love Discovered
Quindlen, Anna — After Annie
Raybourn, Deanna — Grave Robbery
Rose, Karen — Cheater
Ryan, Jennifer — Underground Library
Ryan, Kennedy — This Could Be Us
Scottonline, Lisa — Truth About the Devlins
Serle, Rebecca — Expiration Dates
Smith, Karen Rose — Murder Marks the Page
St. James, Simone — Murder Road
Steel, Danielle — Never Too Late
Swinarski, Claire — Funeral Ladies of Ellerie County
Tintera, Amy — Listen For the Lie
Unger, Lisa — New Couple in 5b
Wan, Sophie — Women of Good Fortune

Want to know what new books are at the library? Sign up at www.wowbrary.org to receive a weekly email.
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Bündchen, Gisele — Nourish: Simple Recipes to Empower Your Body and Feed Your Soul: A Healthy Lifestyle Cookbook

Ballour, Amani — The Cave: A Secret Underground Hospital and One Woman's Story of Survival in Syria

Blackhawk, Ned — The Rediscovery of America: Native Peoples and the Unmaking of U.S. History

De León, Jason — Soldiers and Kings: Survival and Hope in the World of Human Smuggling

De Visé, Daniel — The Blues Brothers: An Epic Friendship, the Rise of Improv, and the Making of an American Film Classic

Ford, Christine Blasey — One Way Back: A Memoir

Gates, Henry Louis — The Black Box: Writing the Race

Kaplan, James — 3 Shades of Blue: Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Bill Evans, and the Lost Empire of Cool

Montgomery, Sy — Secrets of the Octopus

O'Brien, Keith — Charlie Hustle: The Rise and Fall of Pete Rose, and the Last Glory Days of Baseball

Sanders, Deion — Elevate and Dominate: 21 Ways to Win on and Off the Field

Tippett, Jane Marguerite — Once a King: The Lost Memoir of Edward VIII

Toomey, David — Kingdom of Play: What Ball-bouncing Octopuses, Belly-flopping Monkeys, and Mud-sliding Elephants Reveal About Life Itself


Zalkind, Susan Clare — The Waltham Murders: One Woman’s Pursuit to Expose the Truth Behind a Murder and a National Tragedy

Find new books online and place holds on them through our online catalog: bcpls.org/newbooks.php